1) DEVOULATION
I cannot believe that women from the WEC none of which live here in NI, would be given any
opportunity to force their opinions on us, the N Irish women. Keep them out! Leave these crucial life
changing decisions to the women if NI!
They have chosen to allow perfectly healthy babies to be murdered in GB, Don’t let them turn their
murderous ways on our babies! Everyone choosing to end a babies life should have to witness the
carnage before demanding ‘their rights’.
I’m disgusted and ashamed of a country I used to affiliate myself with. I’m holding tight to the ethics
of N I such as they are regarding it’s abortion law!

2) DISTINCTIVE LAW AND CULTURE

3) HUMAN RIGHTS & EQUALITY

4) PERSONAL STORIES
I have a very close friend who made the sad decision to end a pregnancy many years ago, feeling it
to be the only way to go. Thirty years of haunting regret later, nothing would make her make that
mistake again. The consequences have been a lifetime of antidepressants, lack of self worth and
always look back at what she could have done differently, & that was at 9wk gestation....how could
we possibly consider to birth!!!!!! She would NEVER advocate this life of regret for any woman!
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